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About This Content

Own the original atmospheric score from The Norwood Suite, composed by Cosmo D. Includes mp3 and FLAC versions.

Tracklist

1. Norwood Suite Theme
2. Basset Hound Incident

3. Edge of the Estate
4. Heads

5. Lobby Reflections
6. Blue Moose Man

7. Young Bruce in 308
8. Pool Gaze

9. Norwood's Last Disciple
10. High End Ruminations

11. DJ Bogart Takes Control
12. Room 316

13. The Final Look
14. Murial's Ride

15. Tableaus (bonus track)
16. Kitchen (bonus track)
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I actually really liked this story. it wasn't the perfect cap off to the Heroes series, but it was still pretty good all things
considered. If this were the very last story that was being written in this universe, i would've liked it far less because it would
feel to Mass Effect 3ish but as the ending showed, that might not be the case so hopes up and all that.

Does this game have it's flaws? yes, absolutely. But should you still buy it in spite of that? yes, definetly.. Intriguing game. You
play as Kim Yoon-Ji, who is in Seoul to housesit her uncle's apartment. She meets two locals who show here around the city and
try to entertain her. Love may or may not blossom. And even if it does, will you decide to stay in Seoul... or return to your
home?

It is a cute story, and can be enjoyed quickly.. Great addition for female character.
And the 2 unlockables weapons are nice !

Everthing is already cleary told in the review of \u2741White Demon\u2741

But one thing, you will probably get harassed really fast by the voice of Sayo during fight. So I strongly recommend to unlock
Akemy face or Madara character.

And playing Dona Dona or Sayo doesn't add any special interaction in the game

Not the best DLC to get, but if you love this game, just get it ;). So cool i like the combos and stuff totally recomend. I like the
setting of the stone age immensely so I expected I'd love this more than I would the same type of game but set in a different era,
but, sadly, truth be told it's just an incredibly shallow game lacking anything close to progression. Shame, I was really, really
looking forward to liking this but it's just so boring and easy. It needs a lot more variety and complexity because it's shallow
simpleness make's it so that you can experience the entire game in like half an hour.. I really like this game because it's not too
hard but also not too easy. Breakout with nicer graphics and mechanics. Fast-paced, decent music, boss fights, etc. Arcady and
fun. Kinda glitchy, but still neat. Definitely worth the dollar I paid.. Very clunky interface, but before I got any further into the
game I checked out the options menu and found a "data privacy" option? It has the unity analytics on by default (opt-out).

The dev can now analyze how quickly thereafter I hit "refund".

. This saved my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is so many situations up to level 10, would buy and recommend for
everyone and everything.
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I first played this game at an expo event last year. It's come a long way since that version but the core element of the fun is still
the same.

Gameplay is fast and a little crazy in a good way. It's a nice twist on the usual twin stick shooter outfit. I personally liked the
boss battle levels the best. It's not a large game, but a lot of the fun comes from playing it with friends and just messing about.
Also, if you're a high score junkie you'll love trying to scrape a few extra points in each level so there's some replay value.

The overall production qaulity is nice and the graphics are geometry wars style glowing prettyness. Music is good quality but is
deliberately a feature and as such is in your face\/ears. So it could be irritating for some people. On the other hand it's good to
just listen to and appreciate.

Only other negative thing I could say about the experience was that my right thumb got sore swinging the sword around but I
can't really blame the game for that. Overall though, definitely a fun way to spend half an hour now and then.

. I was a bit unsure about it at first but ended up quite enjoying it. It's a game in which some voice acting would go a long way,
just sayin'. ;P. Got this game for free on iOS, loved it. Bought the game on steam to support the devs.
9\/10 A great game to kill time.
amazing music
addictive gameplay.
completed the first voyage with just 27 deaths on my first try.
would totally recommed it to a friend.

but it seems a little jittery on PC.. Well, that was terrible.

Mechanics-wise it's a little clunky and needs teleporting LIEK WOAH so much backtracking homg. But still, for a hidden
object game, it's fine.

The story, though, passed 'so over the top cliche it's funny' and become gross and boring instead. Also, as you might have
already guessed from the title, the "psychology" trappings are incredibly horrible. Just, ugh. Could you not?

I did like Anna saving the day in the end, despite all the male posturing from both of the other characters at the end of the main
story, though.

I got it in a bundle, and since some of the other games have been good I don't feel like I wasted my money, but I definitely
wouldn't want to buy it specifically. :|. Could have been great. Clearly abandoned in its current state. Don't waste your $.. Don't
pay attention to where it says I only played this for one hour. Gish is one of the games I had before they started recording that
information. Anyhoo, this game is a lot of fun. The mechanics of the game are really different from other games I've played,
which is a good thing. I like the art style, as well as the music. I do remember the game having a few bugs, but nothing that I
found to be game breaking.. A fun indie casual game, it runs well on my mac, since i am a mac user, and it is nice to see games
supported on mac. I recommend this game to the people who like casual, addicting maze games, and its fairly cheap.. This
actually doesn't happen to me very often, but this game crashed so much that I couldn't get very far at all.

What I was able to play wasn't terrible....but it really wasn't good either. I got it for $3(40% off) and I really wish that I had only
paid $0.99 or less. Absolutely not worth the full price tag.

You might be asking yoursef: Why doesn't she just refund then?!

Because I don't believe in refunding games. I want the devs to keep my money and put it towards making better
games\/improving the ones they have based on the feedback that folks have given them. Although a few devs would simply take
the money and make more crap(I'm looking at you Digital Homicide).

That being said, if I were much younger(think pre-teen) and this game didn't crash so much, I would probably give it two snaps
and a clap!

Since I'm an adult who has had years to refine my tastes in spoops, this is unplayable and unacceptable in its current state.
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Hopefully some patching happens and I can change my review.
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